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Abstract—In this paper, the problem of pilot contamination
in a multi-cell massive multiple input multiple output (M-
MIMO) system is addressed using deep reinforcement learning
(DRL). To this end, a pilot assignment strategy is designed that
adapts to the channel variations while maintaining a tolerable
pilot contamination effect. Using the angle of arrival (AoA)
information of the users, a cost function, portraying the reward, is
presented, defining the pilot contamination effects in the system.
Numerical results illustrate that the DRL-based scheme is able
to track the changes in the environment, learn the near-optimal
pilot assignment, and achieve a close performance to that of the
optimum pilot assignment performed by exhaustive search, while
maintaining a low computational complexity.
Index Terms—Deep Reinforcement Learning, Pilot Assign-
ment, Pilot Contamination, Massive MIMO.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE ever increasing demand for wireless throughputnecessitates innovative technologies to be developed.
Granted the high throughput achieved by large number of
antennas, massive multiple-input multiple-output (M-MIMO)
is considered as a solution to these requirements. By em-
ploying time division duplexing (TDD) for transmission and
reception, pilot-based techniques can be used for channel state
information (CSI) acquisition in such systems. However, in
case the users are assigned correlated pilot sequences, the CSI
acquisition faces inevitable interference, referred to as pilot
contamination which remains a challenging concern that can
be minimized through pilot decontamination techniques.
In [1] a smart pilot assignment (SPA) method is presented
which aims to minimize the interference caused for the users
with the worst channel quality. To this end, a cost function
which depends on large-scale fading coefficients of the users
is minimized through a sequential algorithm. Building on
this work, the authors in [2] presented low complexity pilot
assignment schemes based on the large scale fading coeffi-
cients. Although the performance of the algorithms is good,
consideration limited to only large scale fading coefficients,
which depends on only the distance of users from the BS,
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may not be enough. Thus, in [3] a pilot assignment scheme
was presented based on both large-scale fading coefficient and
the angle of arrival (AoA) information of the users, resulting in
a higher performance. The authors in [4] proposed a soft pilot
reuse (SPR) method in which they showed that this method can
increase spectral efficiency in many practical cases. Nonethe-
less, such methods require large value of overhead as a
result of employing large number of pilot sequences. Recently,
learning-based methods have been exploited to address the
problem of pilot contamination. In [5], a deep learning (DL)-
based pilot design method was presented to reduce pilot
contamination for a multi-user M-MIMO system. Through
unsupervised learning, a multi-layer fully connected deep
neural network (DNN) was devised to solve the Mean Square
Error (MSE) minimization problem online. The authors in
[6] presented a DL-based scheme for joint optimization of
pilot design and channel estimation in a multi-user MIMO
system. They used two-layer neural networks (TNNs) for pilot
design, and DNNs for channel estimation. In [7], employing
adaptive moment estimation (ADAM) algorithm, an end-to-
end DNN structure was presented to jointly design the pilot
signals and the channel estimator. Since all the proposed DL-
based assignment methods follow a blind search trajectory, a
huge amount of offline data would be inevitable to cover all
possible pilot assignment patterns.
Motivated by the above, in this paper, we propose an AOA-
based pilot assignment scheme for multi-cell M-MIMO system
using deep reinforcement learning (DRL). At first, a cost
function representing the pilot contamination is designed based
on the location of the users to determine their channel quality.
Then, by defining proper sets of states, sets of actions and
reward functions based on the channel characteristics and the
resultant maximum cost functions, the agent learns the policy
for pilot assignment that can adapt to channel variations while
minimizing the cost function. Numerical results show that the
proposed method is able to track different channel realizations
and select the relevant pilot assignment that results in a close
performance to that of the exhaustive search algorithm.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this paper, we consider the uplink transmission
of a multi-cell M-MIMO system, which consists of L
cells each containing a BS with M antennas serving K
single antenna users. By employing Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM), each sub-carrier channel
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is characterized through a flat-fading model. The location
of the k-th user of the l-th cell is denoted by zkl and
the location of the jth BS is represented by zj . The
channel coefficient between this pair of user and BS










where Djkl = c‖zkl − zj‖−η2 is the large scale fading
coefficient, η is the path loss coefficient and c is a constant
depending on cell-edge SNR. Moreover, a(ω(p)jkl) ∈ CM
represents the antenna steering vector corresponding to
ω
(p)
jkl ∈ [0, 2π), in which p is the path index from the set
of P possible paths, and α(p)jkl is the stochastic phase of
the p-th path. The constant c is calculated for the cell
radius R as c[dB] = γSNR + 10η log10(R) + 10 log10(σ
2),
where γSNR(dB) denotes the cell edge SNR and σ2 is the
noise variance in the receiver. Using the uniform linear
arrays (ULA) the antenna steering vectors for each antenna
are modeled as [a(ω(p)jkl)]m = exp(−j2πmd cos(ωjkl)/λ),
where d and λ represent the distance between the antennas
and the signal wavelength respectively. Moreover, [f ]j
denotes the j-th element of the vector f . Assuming that
the number of paths, P , tends to infinity, and the AoAs
are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) random
variables, using the law of large numbers it can be
concluded that the channel vector gjkl is with a zero mean












in which p(ωjkl) represents the probability density function
(PDF) of the variable ωjkl ∈ [ωminjkl , ωmaxjkl ]. In this uniform
distribution, the values of ωminjkl and ω
max
jkl are calculated
by ωminjkl = ω
µ















[3]. Here, rkl represents the scatter radius around the k-th
user in the l-th cell. Also, [f ]n denotes the nth element of
the vector f . Now, we assume that a target user with an
AoA within the region Ijkj = [ωminjkj , ω
max
jkj ] is located in the
system. The goal is to assign pilots to the interfering users in
the neighbouring cells in a way that the interference on the
channel estimation of the target user would be minimized.






]. The notation S(l, k[j])
stands for a user in the lth cell that has the same pilot as
the kth user in the jth cell. In the Massive MIMO systems
it is shown that the channel estimation process for the target
user would be without any error if Ijkj and IjS(l,k[j])l are
non-overlapping [8]. Furthermore, it can be shown that the
users with the steering vectors a(ωjS(l,k[j])l)/
√
M , cause
only a negligible channel estimation error for the target user,







J2(ωjkj , ωjS(l,k[j])l)p(ωjkj) dωjkj . (1)
In (1), the value of J(ωjkj , φ) is calculated as J(ωjkj , φ) =√
Djkj
∣∣∣∑Mm=1 exp(2πj(m− 1) dλ × (cos(φ)− cos(ωjkj))∣∣∣.
Based on this, an alternative method for minimizing (1) is
presented in [3], where for pilot assignment a cost function
is used which represents the interference of a user in the lth
cell that has the same pilot sequence as the kth user in the































1, cos(φ) ≥ cos(ωminjkj ),
0, elsewhere .
(3)










Moreover, ψminjkj and ψ
max
jkj are determined via calculating the





























where {φr,ωminjkj }r and {φr,ωminjkj }r denote the zeros of
J(ωjkj , φ) and J(π−ωjkj , φ) respectively. It is noteworthy to
mention that as the number of BS antennas tends to infinity,
equation (2) tends to max
ωjkj
J(ωjkj , φ). In the following, by
using a DRL-based strategy, the cost function in (2) is applied
to find a near-optimal pilot assignment strategy.
III. DRL-BASED PILOT ASSIGNMENT STRATEGY
In this section, at first, the basics of DRL is explained, then
the algorithm is applied to the pilot assignment problem.
A. DRL Algorithm
Any RL system contains an agent which interacts with the
environment in a series of discrete time steps, a set of states
and a set of actions. By taking an action in a time step,
the agent transitions from one state to the next. Also, each
action results in a reward for the agent. The reward function is
introduced as R : S×A→ R, with S, A and R representing the
discrete set of states, the set of actions and the set of rewards,




i−tR(ai, si). Here, µ ∈ [0, 1] stands for the
discount factor of the future rewards, ai ∈ A represents the
action in the ith time step and si ∈ S is the state of the ith time
step. By taking the action ai the state of the agent transitions
to si+1 and the agent gains the reward ri+1. Utilizing Q-
learning [9], an efficient policy is adopted to estimate the
state-action value function (or in other words Q-function) that
maximizes the future reward. The value function is represented
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as the expected return over all episodes, when starting from
a state s and performing the action a by following the policy
π : S → A as Qπ(s, a) = E[Rt|st = s, at = a, π]. Using
Bellman equation, [9], the optimal value function is given
by Q∗(s, a) = maxπ Qπ(s, a) and the optimal policy follows
π∗(s) = arg maxa∈AQ
∗(s, a). Additionally, in case of a large
number of states, deep RL (DRL) is employed as a potential
solution to systems suffering from infeasible generalization
for unobserved states. To the best of our knowledge, DRL
accounts for using neural networks to approximate the Q-
function. The outgoing construction referred to as Q-neural
network (QNN) leads to the following approximation for the
action-value function q(s, a,κ) ≈ Q∗(s, a), where κ refers to
some parameters that define the Q-value. In a specific time step
t, where the state is st and the QNN weights are κ, the DRL
agent takes an action with regards to at = arga max q(s, a,κ)
where q(s, a,κ) is the output of QNN for every possible action
a. Then, the agent receives the reward rt+1 and transitions to
the state st+1. Thus, the experience set at the time step t would
be (st, at, rt+1, st+1) which is used in training QNN. The Q-
value q(s, a,κ) is then updated towards the target value
xtrgrt+1,st+1 = rt+1 + µmaxa
q(st+1, a,κ). (6)
The update rule in DRL is to find the value of κ in QNN
through a training phase, in which the square loss of q(s, a,κ)
is minimized. The square loss of q(s, a,κ) is defined as
w(st, at, rt+1, st+1) = (x
trg
rt+1,st+1 − q(st, at,κ))
2, (7)
Furthermore, the values of κ, are updated by a semi-definite
gradient scheme used for minimizing (7) as
κ← κ + ρ[xtrgrt+1,st+1 − q(st, at,κ)]5 q(st, at,κ), (8)
in which ρ is the learning rate step size. As the QNN weights
are updated, the target value changes. In DQN, the quasi-static
target network approach is used in which the target Q-network
q(.) in (6) is replaced by q(st, at, κ̂), and the parameter κ̂ is
updated after every T time steps by κ̂ = κ. Moreover, the
experience replay method [10] can be used for stability of the
system. In this method, instead of training QNN at the end
of each time step with only one experience, multiple jointed
experiences can be utilized for batch training. In other words, a
replay memory with a fixed capacity is considered in which the
set v = (s, a, r, s
′
) is saved in specific time steps. A mini-batch
referred to as B, with Mbatch random experiences is selected
for a training course, and the loss-function is calculated based
on them. By using the experience replay method and the quasi-
static target network approach, the variable κ is updated by






− q(s, a,κ)]5 q(s, a,κ), (9)
where xtrg
r,s′




, κ̂). In the following
the DRL algorithm is employed for the purpose of pilot
assignment.
B. Application of DRL Algorithm in Pilot Assignment
In this section, using the cost function in (2), a pi-
lot assignment method is proposed. In this case, the cost





Gk[j],S(l,k[j]). Considering this cost func-
tion, the optimization problem for pilot assignment becomes
minπ [maxk,j Gk[j] ]. Note that, this optimization problem
is based on the AoA distribution of the users, because of the
definition for Gk[j] . To design a DRL platform for solving this
problem, first the state set, the action set and the reward set
need to be defined. Hence, the state set in the time step n is
defined by the following information:
• The binary pilot assignment pattern for all users.
• The pilot index and the cell index of the users with the
maximum cost function in each cell, in the time step n−1.
• The pilot index of the user that action takes place on, in
the time step n− 1.
• The cell index of the user that action takes place on, in
the time step n− 1.
• The value of the maximum cost function in each cell in
the system, in the time step n.
We assume that the pilot index and the cell index of the user
with the maximum cost function are denoted by k′′ and l′′,
respectively. Also, k and l stand for the pilot index and the
cell index of the selected user by the agent, to exchange its
pilot with another user in the lth cell, with the same pilot as
the target user. In this case, the state set can be represented by
S =
{
ũj(i), G[j], k, l, k
′′, l′′
∣∣∣ j = 1, . . . , L , i = 1, . . . ,K},
where G[j] represents the value of the maximum cost function
in the jth cell. The notation ũj(i) stands for the binary index
of a user in j-th cell which uses the i-th pilot.
In order to introduce the action set, the user with the max-
imum cost function is considered. For the sake of simplicity
we refer to this user as the target user, and its cell as the target
cell. Then, in the neighbouring cell, a random user is selected
and it’s pilot is switched with the pilot of the user that is
assigned with the same pilot sequence as the target user. Note
that, in case the selected user already has the same pilot as
the target user, no action would be taken. To be more specific,
when the DRL structure is moving from the nth time step
to the n + 1th time step, the action set for the target user is

















k′ 6= k (10)
where u(n)l (k) denotes the user of the l-th cell that utilizes the
k-th pilot sequence at the time step n.
The next step is to define the reward set. To do so, two
thresholds are considered for the cost function as g1 and g2
(g2 > g1). In this case, by moving from the nth to the n+1th
time step, the instantaneous reward is defined as r = r(1) +






0, g1 < G
(n+1)
[l′′] < g2





−1, Action is taken










[l′′] < g1, g1 < G
(n)
[l′′] < g2
+1, g1 < G
(n+1)
[l′′] < g2, G
(n)
[l′′] > g2
−1, g1 < G(n+1)[l′′] < g2, G
(n)
[l′′] < g1
−1, G(n+1)[l′′] > g2, g1 < G
(n)
[l′′] < g2





Note that, G(n)[l′′] and G
(n+1)
[l′′] represent G[l′′] before and after
taking an action in the nth time step, respectively. Further-
more, r(1) in (11) represents the certain reward achieved in the
n+1th time step, and r(2) in (12) denotes the cost of overhead
on the system caused by taking an action in the nth time step.
Obviously, taking any action, regardless of the certain reward
it might or might not achieve, results in a negative reward
due to the overhead it causes for the system. Finally, r(3) in
(13), stands for the relative reward during the transition from
the nth time step into the n + 1th time step. Based on this
definition for the reward set, it can be claimed that taking any
action could result in a negative instantaneous total reward,
unless the certain reward and the relative reward are adequately
positive. This definition for the reward set, results in taking
more targeted actions.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, the DRL-based algorithm is simulated and
analyzed. To evaluate the proposed method, the minimum rate
among all users is used as a comparison benchmark, which
is calculated by Γkj = log(1 + γkj,∞) for the kth user in
the jth cell. The SINR value in an asymptotic regime where
M →∞ is denoted by γkj,∞ which according to the random




[11]. Furthermore, the proposed schemes are compared to the
exhaustive search method and the random pilot assignment,
which respectively give the upper and the lower bounds of
performance for the pilot assignment problem. The perfor-
mance of the DRL-based scheme is also compared to that
of the SPR method in [4], which necessitates using more
orthogonal pilot sequences than the number of users in each
cell, resulting in high system overhead. It is assumed that the
system is composed of L = 7 cells each containing a BS
with M = 100 antennas serving K = 4 single-antenna users.
Also, the path loss coefficient is set to η = 2.5, the cell-
edge SNR is set to γSNR = 20 dB, the noise variance in
the receiver is σ2 = 0.001, and the cell radius is R = 1000
m. Other parameters of the channel model are P = 50,
λ = 0.1 m and d = λ/2. The QNN structure utilized for
the deep reinforcement learning is a deep residual network
(ResNet) [12] with six hidden layers. This QNN structure is
depicted in Fig. 1. In this structure, each hidden layer contains
128 neurons. For the sake of simplicity, we refer to the
realization of QNN by ResNet as ResNet. Furthermore, each
Figure 1: The structure of a QNN realised by ResNet
Figure 2: Minimum achievable rate versus time steps; a com-
parison among the proposed DRL method, the SPR method,
the exhaustive search method and the random pilot assignment.
item in this ResNet structure is referred to as a ResNet block.
The ReLU functions [13] in this structure, are considered
as the activation functions for the neurons. The first two
hidden layers of this ResNet are completely connected to each
other and they are followed by two ResNet blocks. Each
ResNet block contains two consecutive hidden layers plus a
shortcut from the input to the output of the ResNet block.
Whenever the κ coefficient in the QNN is updated, a mini-
batch with 200 experimental samples are randomly selected
from the 500 previous experiences in the experience replay
reservoir, in order to calculate the loss function. Note that the
experience replay reservoir is updated in a first in first out
(FIFO) manner, and whenever the experience memory is full,
the older experiences are removed for the new experiences
to be restored. Also, in order to update κ by the mini-batch
gradient descent method, the RMSprop [14] algorithm is used.
An exponential Decay ε-greedy Algorithm is applied in the
system, so that the DRL structure would not get stuck in a sub-
optimal decision policy before learning adequate experiences.
The value of ε at first is set to 0.5, but it is decreased gradually
with every time step by the rate of 0.9975, until it reaches a
threshold of 0.0001. Note that, having a positive value for the
ε at all times results in adaptability of the decision policy to
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Figure 3: The achievable reward versus time steps. The First
figure demonstrates the agent’s rewards throughout time, the
second figure shows the short-term and the long-term rewards,
and the third figure illustrates the negative reward ratio.
the future changes. Also, the discount factor µ is set to 0.9.
In Fig. 2, the performance of the DRL algorithm is depicted
in terms of the minimum achievable rate versus the AoA time
steps, and it is compared to the exhaustive search method, the
random pilot assignment and the SPR scheme. Each time step
defines the time period in which the AoA intervals and the
large scale fading coefficients remain unchanged. To calculate
the short-term average minimum rate in each time step, the
average of the minimum rates over the last 50 time steps
is calculated. As the time steps increase, the performance
of the proposed method tends to the performance of the
exhaustive search algorithm. Ergo, it can be concluded that
by the passage of time, the proposed algorithm gains the
ability to track the changes in the channels and learn the
effective pilot assignment policy. Note that in the higher time
steps, the gap between the performances of the proposed DRL
method and the exhaustive search algorithm is small. Also,
after gaining enough experiences, the proposed scheme out-
performs the SPR method while the system overhead of the
SPR method is much greater than that of the DRL-based
scheme. To be specific, assuming that in the SPR method,
the ratio of marginal users to central users is 1/3, in a cluster
of 7 cells, the number of required orthogonal pilot sequences
of the SPR method is 250% of the DRL-based scheme. Fig.
3 describes the performance of the DRL method in terms of
the achievable reward. The first figure demonstrates the agent’s
rewards throughout time. It can be seen that as the time passes,
the agent learn the right policy to achieve mostly positive
rewards. In the second figure, to calculate the short-term
achievable reward in each time step, the average of the rewards
among the last 50 time steps is calculated. Furthermore, to
calculate the long-term reward in each time step, the reward in
all of the time steps, from the beginning until the current step
are considered. As the time step increases, the positive rewards
supersede the negative ones by the agent. Moreover, the short-
term reward and the long-term reward are both fully positive
in the higher time steps. The third figure, shows the ratio of
the negative rewards, and it can be seen that as the agent gains
more experiences, the ratio of the negative rewards decreases.
Hence, it can be concluded that this algorithm finally reaches
an effective pilot assignment.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the problem of pilot assignment in multi-cell
M-MIMO systems is tackled by the DRL scheme. By using
both the distance and the AoA information of the users, a
cost function is defined representing the pilot contamination
effects in the system, and an optimization problem is formed
to minimize this cost function. The DRL algorithm is applied
to this problem, to find an effective pilot assignment strategy.
Numerical results show that the performance of the DRL-based
scheme is better than some methods in the literature while it
maintains a lower system overhead.
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